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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friend,
My executive director letter from the April 2020 edition of
Diamond District Monthly ended with the following powerful quote
from Winston Churchill—"If you’re going through hell, keep on going.”
And go through hell we have.
COVID-19 tore through America’s society, citizenry and economy
like a wildfire. The destruction was quick and brutal. The onslaught
was impossible to outrun. The aftermath; bewildering. Friends,
relatives, colleagues, co-workers, and industry icons fell victim,
along with our familiar way of life, and generally reliable livelihood.
There have been bright spots along the way. Thanks to some
sensitive negotiating with the office of the governor, the Diamond
District Partnership was successful in allowing the district to reopen
months ahead of the originally mandated date—a gutsy maneuver that likely saved hundreds of businesses.
Several days of scorched earth unrest seemed to breeze past 47th Street as if we were invisible. The entire
city is bewildered by the incongruous commercial revival limited to one single block amid the virtual
tumbleweeds rolling through Manhattan’s eerily empty streets.
We’re not the only ones who kept going; but somehow, we managed to reach dry land.
Yet, those bright spots were tarnished by how many of us were lost along the way. The sheer number of
familiar names, faces, and comrades in commerce who exist now only in memory is likely to haunt our district
for a generation or more.
We will never forget them, nor can we forget that the raging wildfire may seem to be tames, but glowing
embers are still beneath our feet and likely to spark into flame the moment we drop our guards.
And so, we went through hell, and kept on going. Now, up ahead we can see sprouting new growth poking
up through the ashes; this unlikely phenomenon invariable occurs within days of an extinguished forest fire.
The April 2020 edition of Diamond District Monthly made specific mention that it was “not dedicated to
what comes next, rather what to do now.” One year later, this April’s edition is similarly dedicated, but not to
what happened—though it will never be forgotten—rather, what is to come. If our experience this past year is
any indication, having gone through hell, the Diamond District will keep on going, willing itself to arrive at its
best days yet to come.
Warm regards,

Avi Fertig

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!

One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.
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IN THE NEWS
WDC Warns Diamond Traders to be Wary
About Central African Republic
Increasing turmoil in the Central
African Republic (CAR) has led the
World Diamond Council to warn
members of the diamond industry
to practice extreme due diligence
in any dealings with the fracturing
region.
Diamonds from CAR are currently the only diamonds
that meet the official Kimberley Process (KP) definition
of “conflict diamonds.” In 2013, the KP officially suspended
the country from the certification scheme, citing continued
conflict with the government and armed forces.
In recent months, Bangui has reportedly come under
fire from rebel fighters, a development that has civilians
fleeing the area and the country. In recent days, the
World Diamond Council has begun asking dealers to
be extremely cautious when transacting with traders,
and to limit such transaction to areas securely under
CAR-government control and free of armed rebel group
activity.

Moldawsky Elected President Of Israel
Diamond Exchange
Following two rounds
of voting in what has been
described as a “tense election
campaign,” Boaz Moldawsky
emerged as the new president
of the Israel Diamond
Exchange (IDE). His predecessor,
Boaz Moldawsky. Image
courtesy of the Israel Diamond
Yoram Dvash, decided not
to run for a third term to concentrate on his new role as
head of the World Federation of Diamond Bourses.
Moldawsky, 54 is the joint CEO of the Moldawsky
Group, and a second-generation diamantaire whose
family stands among the founders of the Israeli diamond
industry. He was previously vice president of the Israel
Diamond Exchange and is chairman of the Israel
Diamond Institute.
“It is an honor and privilege for me to lead the
exchange in the coming years, and especially during
such a complex and challenging period for the industry,”
said Moldawsky in a statement. “The Diamond Exchange
represents a key sector of the Israeli economy and I am
convinced that we will bring it to renewed growth.”
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCK Online

Stuart Samuels Elected as DMIA’s
New President

The World Diamond Council is the overarching industry
group that represents the trade in front of the Kimberley
Process, the certification scheme meant to stem the flow
of conflict diamonds.
A statement from WDC, urges members of the diamond
trade “to continue conducting enhanced due diligence,
regarding the import of rough diamonds from the CAR
and its neighboring countries.” The organization further
warmed members that while “diamond production from
conflict-affected areas in CAR represents only a very
small percentage of global diamond production, diamond
businesses should exercise the utmost caution.”
WDC also called for the entire industry to further
“uphold the integrity of the diamond supply chain by
proactively implementing the guidelines contained in
the WDC’s new System of Warranties. These include
addressing risks in areas beyond those covered by
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme, including
human and labor rights, [anti-money laundering], and
anti-corruption.”
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline; World Diamond
Council
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On February 9th, the
Diamond Manufacturers and
Importers Association of
America (DMIA) elected Stuart
Samuels as its new president.
Samuels, a principal
with Premier Gem Corp.
in New York City, has long
been involved with the group. He succeeds Ronnie
VanderLinden, who has headed the group since 2013.
Stuart Samuels. Photo
courtesy of the DMIA

The DMIA members also elected as vice presidents Saul
Goldberg, Eli Haas, Hertz Hasenfeld, Matthew Schamroth,
and Parag Shah. Russell Kwiat was elected secretary and
Marc Knobloch treasurer.
The DMIA’s newly elected board of directors will include
Jose Batista, David Bialo, David Doppelt, Abe Fastag,
Ishaia Gol, Ben Goldberg, Patrice Gordon, Bharat Gandhi,
Tom Heyman, Danny Kaleko, Moshe Klein, Danny Klugman,
Alan Rehs, Michael Steinmetz, Michael Verstandig, Scott
West, and Stanley Zale.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline
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Sotheby’s Aiming at $8.5 Million
for 64 ct. Cartier Bracelet

Cartier bracelet featuring a
63.66-carat diamond. Image
courtesy of Sotheby’s

It’s a dazzling Art
Deco-style diamond bracelet
that took the famed artisans of
Cartier nearly 2,000 hours to
create. Now, the auctioneers
of Sotheby’s hope to see it go
within a matter of minutes at
the Magnificent Jewels sale in
Hong Kong on April 20th.

Not that they intend to let it go so easily. Rather,
Sotheby’s aims to part with the pear-shaped, 63.66-carat,
D-color, internally flawless diamond surrounded by rows of
rock crystal, for somewhere between $5.2 to $8.5 million.
Other notable items up for auction at the April sale
include a 277.67 carats jadeite bangle called the Circle
of Happiness; a 7-carat, fancy-intense-purplish-pink
diamond ring created by Sotheby’s Diamonds, valued at
$5.9 million to $7.1 million; and several other jewels by
Cartier, including a 23.48-carat, fancy-deep-pinkish-orange diamond ring with a high valuation of $6.3 million.
“The appetite for high-quality jewels has never been
stronger in Asia, with discerning collectors looking for
rare diamonds and gemstones, as well as unique and
iconic designs,” said Wenhao Yu, deputy chairman of
jewelry for Sotheby’s Asia.
According to Rapaport, the Magnificent Jewels sale
with be a hybrid event incorporating an in-person
audience with live online and phone bidding.
SOURCE: Rapaport

Unique Partnership Set to Redefine
“Loose Change” with First-of-its-kind
Diamond Coin

The Diamond Standard coin.
Image courtesy of Diamond
Standard

Not every investment is for
everybody. And if you’re the
sort who associates loose
change as fungible coins
inevitably lost between couch
cushions, you may want to
steer clear of the newest venture
between the International
Gemological Institute (IGI)

and Diamond Standard.
Through this unprecedented partnership, Diamond
Standard will introduce what it describes as “the world’s
only market traded diamond commodity,” being
marketed as the “Diamond Standard Coin.”
diamonddistrict.org

The venture launched on February 16th with a $25
million initial offering. It enables institutional and individual
investors to trade and hold a fungible diamond commodity
for the first time. Each Diamond Standard Coin will be
listed on commodity exchanges, with a market price is
determined by buyers and sellers—just like gold.
Following the initial rollout, Diamond Standard will
sell new coins at a small premium or discount to the
market-determined price. Coin owners can sell their
coins at the current market price through an exchange,
or to another buyer at a mutually agreed price, the
company explained.
“This partnership is a monumental step forward for the
diamond industry,” remarked Avi Levy, president of IGI
North America. “We are uniquely positioned to support
global investor demand for the diamond commodities
and are delighted to collaborate with Diamond Standard.”
“IGI’s expertise, global footprint, flexibility, and
long-standing reputation of excellence made them a key
partner in our pursuit to develop a regulator-approved
diamond commodity,” said Cormac Kinney, founder and
CEO of Diamond Standard. “We are excited to begin a
long relationship, together delivering a revolutionary new
asset to the market.”
IGI is tasked with receiving, inspecting and validating
the authenticity of over 50,000 natural, round brilliant
diamonds purchased through the Diamond Standard
Exchange using automated market making and
transparent bidding.
According to the Diamond Standard, as noted in its
announcement, “The diamonds are purchased through a
statistical sampling process, by automatically bidding on
the inventory of many competitive diamond vendors, to
purchase a statistically valid sample.”
After the diamonds are graded by IGI and the
Gemological Institute of America (GIA), IGI will sort and
assemble them into transparent coins equipped with
a sophisticated wireless computer chip. All diamonds
weigh between 0.23 and 0.75 carats and would be
spread in equal value throughout the coins.
Lastly, IGI will use Diamond Standard’s specialized
equipment to analyze and enroll the Diamond Standard
Coin onto a blockchain, creating a regulator-licensed
digital token that is used to transact the coins, which
were priced in the initial offering at $5,000 per coin.
After the initial offering, the market value of the coin
will be set by buyers and sellers in the market through
exchange trading.
SOURCE: Rapaport; Diamond World News Service
Continued on page 12
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Diamond District
Market Trends
Partnership
News

Bain’s Industry Report Finds Revealing Insights
About Future of Lab Grown Diamonds
An early February report released by Bain & Co., “Brilliant Under Pressure: The Global Diamond
Industry 2020–21,” its 10th annual report on the global diamond trade, in partnership with the
Antwerp World Diamond Centre.
The report is a review of the industry’s performance in 2019, including an analysis of how the
pandemic has impacted the trade and how the diamond sector may evolve over the next decade.
The report highlights two significant insights into the lab-grown diamond category: Retail
prices for lab-grown diamonds are shrinking; and lab-grown diamonds are rapidly carving out a
dominant, possibly permanent, space within the fashion industry.
The decreasing prices are the result of significant technological advances driving a manufacturing boom in the lab-grown
diamond sector; production in 2020 reached between 6 million and 7 million carats. According to the Bain & Co. report as
much as 60% of the output is being manufactured in China using HPHT technology, whereas CVD, or chemical vapor
deposition, technology is more prominent in the United States and India.
As a result of this monumental increase in production, “retail prices for lab-grown diamonds fell in 2020 while wholesale
prices remained stable,” says the report. “That led to a margin contraction for traders and jewelry manufacturers.”
For larger-size lab-grown stones, however, Bain sees pricing for man-made diamonds evolving into a cost-plus model,
as opposed to being pegged to natural diamonds.
As for the second insight about a growing prominent position for lab-grown diamonds in the fashion category,
Bain predicts that as falling prices make lab-grown diamonds more “accessible to broader groups of price-sensitive
consumers” acceptance will ultimately migrate from the engagement and wedding ring sector into the fashion, “where
they have growth potential.”
The growing number of major fashion jewelry retailersMarket
beginning
Trendsto embrace lab-grown diamonds will only accelerate
this trend. According to the report, “[Lab-grown diamonds] are edging into the fashion category as interest is rising among
price-conscious consumers who may not have considered buying natural diamond jewelry of relative size/quality.”
Bain predicts two possible scenarios for the overall diamond industry in the coming decade. The first is an optimistic
forecast in which demand for lab-grown diamonds remain concentrated in mass market jewelry, while natural stones
maintain similar appeal to consumers seeking their authenticity; or a spoiler scenario in which “the trend of product
differentiation reverses,” and the appeal of lab-grown diamonds spills over “into the premium jewelry segment,
compensating for the decreased supply of natural diamonds.”
Regardless of the prevailing outcome, the Bain report appears confident that lab-grown diamonds inarguably remain a
threat to the market dominance of natural diamonds, and that as time goes by, will continue to advance in market
acceptance and competitive strength.
For a full look at the latest Bain & Co. report, visit: https://www.bain.com/insights/global-diamond-industry-2020-21/
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline; Bain & Co.

GIA Begins Providing Details About Lab-Grown Treatments
The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) recently announced that it has begun to
provide specific information on post-growth treatments for synthetic diamonds. This is a
dramatic shift from its previous positions related to the synthetic diamond category.
During an interview with Rapaport News in March, a GIA spokesperson confirmed that GIA synthetic diamond reports will now
indicate if evidence is found of a treatment that may have changed the color of a stone, or if there is no evidence. Reports on
other stones may also include the comment: “Whether this man-made diamond has been treated is currently undeterminable.”
Previously, all reports included a generic statement that the lab-grown diamond “may” have been treated. These changes
went into effect in early March. The reports will continue to state the growth type: chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or High
Pressure-High Temperature (HPHT).
Continued on page 13
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KEEP THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT SAFE.
GET VACCINATED!

For Comprehensive Information About Vaccination Eligibility and Resources:
www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/covid/covid-19-vaccines.page

Get Vaccinated!!
Being vaccinated does more than protect yourself,
your family, your friends and co-workers—it helps keep
the communities where you live and work safer.
Clinical studies show that both Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines were more than 94% effective at protecting
participants from COVID-19. The newly introduced
“one-dose” Johnson & Johnson vaccine has been
shown to have an 85% efficacy rate in preventing
severe COVID-19 illness.
PLEASE NOTE: You cannot get COVID-19 from
vaccinations AND in the rare event that one should
contract COVID-19 after being vaccinated, the severity
and duration of illness are dramatically reduced.

Who Is Eligible to Get Vaccinated
Right Now?
All New York Residents Ages 50 and Up.
For the latest up-to-date information on eligibility, visit:
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/doh/covid/covid-19-vaccine-eligibility.page

schedule vaccination appointments in New York City
is vaccinefinder.ny.gov. Just type in your address and
ZIP code for a list of available provider locations.

Vaccinations Are By Appointment Only!
This means you MUST call to schedule an appointment,
as vaccinations sites presently do not accept walk-ins.
Also, only sign up if you are currently eligible for
vaccination. If you are not eligible, do not sign up.

What Should I Do Before Going to the
Vaccination Site?

• Make sure to bring a face mask. You will not be
admitted to the site without one.

• Complete the NYS COVID-19 Vaccine Form before
your appointment. You will be required to present
this document before you are vaccinated.

• You must present proof of eligibility

(profession, health condition, age and
residency), which may include a current NYS
Driver’s License, a NYC ID, current rent receipt,
lease, or mortgage record OR two of the

All New Yorkers with certain underlying medical

following: statement from another person,

conditions including cancer (current or in remission),

a piece of current mail, or school records.

Diabetes Types I and II, cardiac, kidney, pulmonary, and
liver disease, among others. Individuals must present a
doctor’s letter, or signed certification at the vaccination
site verifying their condition. For a full list of eligible
conditions, go to: https://am-i-eligible.covid19vaccine.
health.ny.gov/

• Reschedule your appointment if you do not feel
well the day of your appointment.

What Precautions Are Necessary
After Vaccination?
Even after being vaccinated, you will still need to
practice COVID-19 prevention steps such as staying

Where Do I Start?
The one-stop website for the nearest COVID-19
vaccination location and information on how to
diamonddistrict.org

home if you are sick, washing your hands regularly,
wearing a face covering and keeping physical
distance from others.
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Industry Spotlight

De Beers to Include “Polished Tracking”
Requirement in Next Sightholder Contract

Image courtesy of De Beers

To enhance the use of data and ensure customers create value from the rough they buy, De Beers wants
to introduce a tracking program for the diamonds it supplies to sightholders. In its new supply contract,
the company will ask manufacturers to share the outcome of the polished yield, reports Rapaport News.
This would allow the miner to verify that the rough sold to manufacturers had been polished by them,
rather than sold to a third party. Additionally, it would enable source verification and market intelligence.
The particulars are not yet clear, but sightholders believe they will be asked to share details on the
sizes and qualities of the polished outcome. This is all part of the new three-year agreement that will run
till December 2023. Reportedly fewer dealers will receive a direct supply, as the company wants as many
clients as possible to process goods into marketable polished rather than “flipping” the rough.
The new contract continues the company’s focus on making the market more efficient and transparent,
and on creating a collaborative relationship with sightholders, said Paul Rowley, De Beers’ executive
vice president for diamond trading. To that end, De Beers will split sightholders into three categories —
manufacturers, dealers, and retailers — and offer each group a bespoke selection of rough.
“It’s not about policing the system,” Rowley assured. “It’s about having a mature, healthy relationship.
It’s not that we’re going to monitor every single polished stone that comes out of the box. This is a
relationship that’s built on trust, as well.”
While the previous contract focused on financial compliance, the diamond industry has improved in
this area, and customers have generally succeeded in reducing their debts, Rowley pointed out. The new
agreement has more of an emphasis on transparency, he said.
SOURCE: www.thediamondloupe.com; Rapaport
Continued on page 15
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Small Business Support

HOW SMALL BUSINESSES
WILL BENEFIT FROM THE
NEW STIMULUS PACKAGE
The massive $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan President Biden signed into law this past
March was designed to provide direct aid to the millions of Americans suffering economic pain
to due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Proceeds will also be directed to fund a nationwide testing
and vaccination services, along with another $440 billion to aid American small businesses.
There are several ways the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan may be able to assist your
small business:
Economic Injury Disaster Loan Program
The new aid package will extend the Small Business Association’s economic injury disaster loans (EIDL)
emergency advance grants find established in last year’s CARES Act. The fund, which had depleted its resources,
will receive an additional $5 billion. The monies will be distributed to severely impacted businesses with fewer than
10 employees in the form of $5,000 grants.

Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), also established in the last year’s CARES Act, has been extended and
bolstered with an additional $7.25 billion in funding. The program is accepting applications for second-round loans
and has expanded eligibility to include a larger number of nonprofit organizations.
To apply for a PPP loan, which in many instances can be converted into a forgivable loan (essentially a grant),
please visit: https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/paycheck-protection-program

Extension of the Employee Retention Tax Credit
The CARES Act created a refundable payroll tax credit for businesses and nonprofits that retain their employees
during the COVID-19 crisis. The American Rescue Plan has extended that tax credit through December 31, 2021 and
expands eligibility to startup companies formed after February 15, 2020.

Personal Economic Health
It’s hard to reinforce a financially deprived business when family finances are lacking. The $1.9 trillion American
Rescue Plan aims to provide crucial assistance to allow millions of Americans to catch up on personal financial
obligations. To start, the aid plan provides a new round of one-time stimulus checks to individuals and families; a
$3,000 tax credits for children ages 6 to 17 and $3,600 for children under age 6; and more than $20 billion for
emergency rental assistance. Small retailers stand to gain from rental assistance as well.

For More Information about how the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan may be able to help your small business
regain its financial stability and momentum, please visit: https://smallbusiness.house.gov/uploadedfiles/sec_by_sec_
rescue_plan_final_2.7.2021.pdf.
SOURCE: SBA; JCKOnline

diamonddistrict.org
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THANK YOU NYC DEP FOR
EXPERT REPAIR OF RUPTURED
WATER PIPE
The NYC Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) for the past several months has become somewhat
of a regular presence on 47th Street during overnight hours. The reason for their frequent visits was a ruptured
pipe leading to the fire hydrant in front of 66W, which was sending a steady stream of water to the surface.
An underground leak left unresolved for an extended time will often result in the formation of a sinkhole and
ultimately a total roadway collapse.
Fortunately, the NYC DEP is led and staffed by dedicated professionals who immediately directed resources to
locate and repair the leak as well as to replace any affected segments of the roadway. A fresh patch of asphalt
on the 6th Avenue side of 47th Street now serves as a reminder that our city agencies provide immediate and
exceptional service whenever called upon.
The Diamond District Partnership wishes to express our particular gratitude to Mr. Paul Villella, Deputy Chief of
Operations for NYC DEP, for demonstrating, in multiple instances, his exceptional care and concern for the safety
and wellbeing of all those who work and shop in the Diamond District.
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READY FRESH DELIVERY DEBACLE
CAUSING NEW WATER WORRIES
While the NYC DEP goes out of its way to resolve
water-related issues, it appears the Ready Fresh water
delivery service has gone all out to make conditions on
our busy, traffic clogged street more complicated.
Rather than simply delivering thousands of gallons
of water directly to its customers each day, Ready
Fresh has adopted a weird new practice of sending a
delivery truck filled with dozens of pallets of water
jugs, dumping them onto the sidewalk and street, and
driving away.
A company employee will usually appear at some time later in the day to deliver the water to individual offices
through the district. Until then, the street and sidewalk remain clogged with piles and piles of 5-gallon jugs, some
of which are prone to fall and create various hazards to the thousands of people who traverse 47th Street each day.
The Diamond District Partnership encourages Ready Fresh to re-evaluate this new practice and formulate a better,
safer, more sensible solution to whatever problem this ridiculous delivery method was created to resolve.

Natural or Laboratory-Grown?

The GIA iD100® gem testing device distinguishes natural diamonds from
laboratory-grown diamonds and simulants instantly and accurately.

Learn more at store.GIA.edu
©️GIA 2020. GIA®️ and the GIA logo are registered trademarks of Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
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In the News
Continued from page 5

Lulo Mine Yields Third Diamond over
100ct. This Year

The 114-carat diamond. Image
Courtesy of Lucapa Diamond
Company

With its African mines
continuing to produce
high-value diamonds, Lucapa
Diamond Company can
officially consider 2021 a
good year following the
miner’s third huge recovery
since January.

The latest find is a huge, 114-carat, D-color, type IIa
diamond unearthed at its Lulo alluvial mine in Angola.
The stone was the third above 100 carats Lulo has
produced in the past eight weeks; the miner discovered
diamonds weighing 104 and 113 carats in January. All
three were from the site’s Mining Block 46.
Separately, Lucapa recorded proceeds of $3.7 million
from its second sale of Lulo rough this year. The parcel
containing 1,040 carats achieved an average price of
$3,525 per carat. Last week, Lucapa also announced the
recovery of a 215-carat rough from its Mothae mine
in Lesotho.
SOURCE: Rapaport

Vaccine Rollout is a Needed
Shot in the Arm for US Retail in 2021
Consumers lining up for
vaccinations will be the
needed boost the US needs
to reopen its economy and
reignite retail sales, according
to the National Retail
Federation (NRF). Should all
go as planned, the NRF foresees sales growth as much
as 6.5% to 8.2% this year.
“We are very optimistic that healthy consumer
fundamentals, pent-up demand and widespread
distribution of the vaccine will generate increased
economic growth, retail sales and consumer spending,”
said NRF CEO Matthew Shay in a recent statement.
The trade organization anticipates total annual sales
somewhere between $4.33 trillion to $4.4 trillion and
predicts online purchases to rise between $1.14 trillion
and $1.19 trillion—an 18% to 23% increase.
Preliminary estimates show retail sales last year rose
6.7% to $4.06 trillion, well over the NRF’s forecast of up
to 4.1% growth, which did not account for the impact
of the pandemic. Online purchases jumped 22% to
12

$969.4 billion. During the November-to-December
holiday period, sales spiked 8% to $787.1 billion, an
“unexpectedly high” increase, the NRF noted.
“The trajectory of the economy is predicated on the
effectiveness of the vaccine and its distribution,” NRF
chief economist Jack Kleinhenz said. “Our principal
assumption is that the vaccination will be effective
and permits accelerated growth during midyear. The
economy is expected to see its fastest growth in over
two decades.”
The NRF also anticipates shrinking unemployment
rates, predicting the overall economy will gain between
220,000 and 300,000 jobs per month between now and
the end of the year. The organization also foresees the
US gross domestic product (GDP) will climb 4.5% to 5%.
SOURCE: Rapaport

Netflix Set to Begin Filming New Series
Set in Antwerp Diamond District
Do the world need another
show about the rough and
tumble diamond trade?
Netflix and VRT, Belgium’s
public-service broadcaster for
Image courtesy of Netflix
the Flemish community, having
already decided that the answer is Yes, have announced
that they are partnering to commission “Diamonds,” an
eight-part crime drama set in the famed diamond district
of Antwerp
The series will be co-created by Yuval Yefet and
Rotem Shamir, the creative team behind the world-wide
television phenomenon Fauda, and co-produced by
Keshet International and De Mensen, one of Belgium’s
leading production companies.
According to preliminary write ups about the show,
“Diamonds will tell the story of a proud, centuries-old
world fight for survival within a new, rapidly changing
reality, set within Antwerp’s influential diamond-dealing
district and centers on the traditional ultra-orthodox
Jewish community operating there - now weakened,
divided and dethroned.”
The sweeping crime drama will follow the struggles and
strife of one of Antwerp’s most influential diamond-dealing
families, The Wagners. When the family’s youngest son
commits suicide, his long-estranged brother Noah returns
to take charge of the family business, using methods that
are anything but orthodox in a desperate bid to save
himself and his family.
The multi-language drama will be scripted in Dutch,
Continued on page 14
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Market Trends

To learn more about what led to this radical re-evaluation of GIA’s previous practices, which GIA says came to be as a
result of various feedback from manufacturers, retailers and brands, please read Joshua Friedman from Rapaport’s
interesting report at:
www.diamonds.net/News/NewsItem.aspx?ArticleID=66179&ArticleTitle=GIA+Now+Giving+Details+of+Lab-Grown+Treatments
SOURCE: Rapaport

Hong Kong Retail Decline Doesn’t Deter Search
for Silver Lining
Sales of jewelry and other luxury items in Hong Kong slid again in January amid a fourth
wave of the coronavirus and a later Lunar New Year, but a government report raises a faint
prospect of hope on the economic horizon.
According to a report issued by the city’s Department of Census and Statistics, revenue
from jewelry, watches, clocks and other valuable gifts fell 32% year on year to HKD 3.37
billion ($434.3 million) during the month. Sales across all retail categories slipped 14% to HKD 32.6 billion ($4.2 billion).
Retail was hit by a fourth rise in the number of coronavirus cases, which hurt consumer sentiment. The ongoing twoweek quarantine the Hong Kong government imposed on tourists arriving from mainland China — an important source of
luxury sales — has also taken its toll on retail as consumers turn to local purchasing.
The report also points out that the Lunar New Year fell in February this year, as opposed to January in 2020, which
was also the cause of an unfavorable retail condition, albeit isolated to a specific event as opposed to underlying market
weakness, as many consumers had not yet made their holiday purchases in the first month of 2021.
Yet, hope springs eternal, at least for one government spokesperson who said, “The figure for January was conceivably
distorted by the difference in timing of the Lunar New Year, which fell in mid-February this year, but late January last year.”
Continued on page 16

Let them know you’re
open for business with
an advertisement in
Diamond District Monthly.
For information and rates:
info@diamonddistrict.org
diamonddistrict.org
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In the News
Continued from page 12
English and Yiddish. Filming is slated to begin later
during the summer of 2021 and to premiere on both
Netflix and VRT in 2022.

Lebanese Jewelry Designer Attracts
Adoration and Outrage Over Beirut
Blast Bauble

SOURCE: Variety; Netflix

NJ Lawmakers Seek Crackdown on
Jewelers In Violation of Secondhand
Metal Record-Keeping Laws
Proposed legislation in
New Jersey would imposes
stricter penalties on jewelers
who violate the state’s
secondhand jewelry and
precious metals recordkeeping laws.
A bill sponsored by state Sen. Kip Bateman, a
Republican representing New Jersey’s 16th District, was
recently advanced by the Senate Commerce Committee.
“Under my legislation, jewelers who pawn off illegally
obtained valuables on innocent consumers could no longer
claim ignorance as a defense for buying and selling stolen
goods,” Bateman said. “Sellers who try and hide the fact
that they received stolen property, and are putting it up for
sale, must be held accountable for breaking the law.”
The bill “would establish new penalties for a seller who
fails to properly identify the individual selling jewelry to
their business or claim knowledge of the receipt of stolen
property,” according to a press release from the New
Jersey Senate Republicans.
“Individuals who violate the provision would face
penalties between $500 and $1,000 and/or
imprisonment for up to 30 days.”
The legislation would also increase penalties for
sellers who violate record-keeping laws related to
secondhand jewelry and precious metals transactions.
“A person purchasing secondhand jewelry who
does not comply with certain requirements is presumed
to have violated State law concerning receiving stolen
property,” according to the release. “[The legislation]
would double the penalty for subsequent offenses,
subjecting repeat offenders to up to $2,500 in fines.”
Bateman added: “New Jersey has strict jewelry
and precious metal record keeping laws to track and
recover stolen valuables. This legislation will further
protect consumers and deter nefarious sellers from
illegally buying and selling stolen goods.”
SOURCE: INSTORE
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Beirut Blast Ring. Image
courtesy of Nada Ghazal

Six months after a deadly
chemical explosion brought
Beirut to its knees, Lebanese
jewelry designer and blast
survivor, Nada Ghazal, is
channeling her experience
through artistic expression.

According to Ghazal, she
has designed a ring representing the resilience and
strength of a city that she says will not be brought
down, and she says the shape of the ring was inspired
by the cloud of dust that rose from the blast.
Speaking to Forbes, Ghazal shared insights on how her
vision came together. “The challenges we go through,
versus the big smiles we always have, there’s something
unexplainable there. There’s some kind of magic in this
country," said Nada Ghazal, of her fellow Lebanese.
The Beirut chemical explosion in August 2020,
destroyed a large part of the city center, killed 207
people, left over 300,000 city residents homeless, and
caused an estimated $15 billion in damage to property
across the city. Included in the destruction was Ghazal's
workshop, existing store, the flagship retail storefront
into which she was about to move her business, and,
on top of it all, her home.
Ghazal’s “Blast ring” is an 18 kt. yellow gold ring that
rises off the hand to a gentle peak, set with champagne
diamonds reminiscent of the dust clouds she saw after the
explosion. The top of the ring reaches tall up towards the
sky, diamonds glinting in the sun. Underneath, the ring dips
down below the finger, symbolizing the challenges she
says are threatening to drag down the proud residents of
Beirut. The ring also features Ghazal’s trademark volume
paired with the soft gleam of a matte gold finish, a
strikingly elegant statement piece with meaning.
“We, as Lebanese, have had so many challenges," she
said. "But we are not only out-of-the-box thinkers, we
have removed the box altogether when it comes to
creative ways to survive and also thrive.”
According to Ghazal, the solo piece was a “visualization
of the cloud of smoke I saw in the midst of the explosion
which destroyed our home, our offices and took away
our friends.” However, the design and the inspiration
behind it didn't sit as well with the many people who
called the design, “insensitive” and a way “to cash on
the tragedy.”
SOURCE: Kate Matthams of Forbes
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Jewelry Industry Throws Firm Support Behind
US Sanctions Following Myanmar Military Coup
Members of the jewelry industry are confident that US sanctions
on Burmese gems will punish leaders of the Asian country’s military
coup without damaging the trade.
Following the Myanmar army’s seizure of government control
this past February, the Biden administration banned US companies
from transacting with three entities it claimed were associated with
the leaders of the takeover: Myanmar Ruby Enterprise, Myanmar
Imperial Jade Co., and Cancri (Gems and Jewellery) Co.
In contrast to previous sanctions, the US did not blacklist all
gemstones, specifically rubies and jade, coming out of Myanmar.
These previous sanctions, known as the Tom Lantos Block Burmese
JADE (Junta’s Anti-Democratic Efforts) Act, lasted from 2008 until
2016 and were widely criticized as a misguided punitive measure
that led to significant unintended consequences.
“[Those] sanctions really didn’t affect the generals at all, but they definitely affected the traders, the small business
people,” said Jeffrey Bilgore, a gemstone dealer and former president of the American Gem Trade Association (AGTA).
He expressed hope that the targeted nature of the new actions would have more effect.
The new sanctions, according to Sara Yood, senior counsel at the Jewelers Vigilance Committee (JVC), “are intended,
first, to hurt the military leaders and to restrict their activity, and to prevent US businesses from doing business with them,”
The State Department has told the JVC that it had no interest in a blanket ban on gemstone imports from Myanmar,
“because they know that it hurts the small artisanal miners, which just hurts the actual people of Myanmar,” Yood revealed.
The JVC, like other trade groups, has published guidance for industry members, urging them to check the origin of their
gems and cease doing business with any of the banned companies.
US companies should ask suppliers for written assurances that the colored gemstones they are buying from them do
not originate from any of the sanctioned entities, Jewelers of America (JA) instructed. But the restrictions shouldn’t heavily
impact the supply chain, said JA CEO David Bonaparte.
“I don’t think you’re going to see the dealers saying [they] can’t get ruby anymore from Myanmar,” Bonaparte pointed out.
“Other legitimate companies are still able to do business, and there are legitimate companies that are not sanctioned.”
Still, there is some confusion over how much of the Myanmar gem industry is under the control of those three companies.
“I’m hearing [from the State Department] that [these businesses are] pretty significant,” Yood said. “From American gem
dealers, I’m hearing that they’ve never heard of these companies. That doesn’t necessarily mean that they’re not significant.
It may just be that by the time it gets to the US, it’s gone through 12 different hands.”
The vast majority of Myanmar’s jade goes to China, where the gem is highly popular. The more significant product for the
US market is ruby.
Some rubies, especially lower-value ones, go through long and complex supply chains. This could lead to a greater
bureaucratic burden for buyers and dealers.
“I would expect that if you are maybe not a US business, but you’re an intermediary type of gemstone dealer located
outside the US, you can expect that your US customers are going to be asking for documentation that these gemstones
have not come from one of these three companies,” said Yood at the JVC.
SOURCE: Joshua Friedman for Rapaport
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The spokesman offered faint reassurance with a subtle suggestion that the full figures for the first two months combined,
which were released on March 30, indicate a more accurate picture of the retail performance, i.e., a weaker decline than
present figures suggest.
But there is no argument that the retail market in Hong Kong will remain challenging until the pandemic is under control and
tourism restarts. “The retail trade will still be difficult in the near term, as the epidemic continues to pose a threat, and inbound
tourism remains frozen,” the spokesperson added.
Adding a shade of future positivity to the grim present, the spokesman added, “It is pivotal to contain the epidemic. If the
Covid-19 vaccination program yields the intended results, it should help lay a firm foundation for the revival of the retail sector
and a broader-based recovery of the economy later in the year.”
SOURCE: Rapaport; jewellerynet.com

Jewelry Sales Tide Macy’s Over During Final Quarter Doldrums
It was a brutal end-of-year for Macy’s. But still not a total bust, thanks to strong jewelry sales, making
jewelry one of the best-performing categories at Macy’s during an otherwise dismal fourth fiscal quarter.
Overall sales for the iconic department-store chain dropped a worrisome 19% year on year to $6.78
billion in the three months ending January 30. Comparable store sales fell 17%. However, combined sales
for fine-jewelry, fragrances and designer skin-care rose 14%, which partially offset a 33% decline in other
categories.
“Performance was driven by the home, beauty, jewelry and watch categories,” said Macy’s CEO Jeff
Gennette in a recent earnings report. Moving forward, the retailer plans to continue concentrating on those main product divisions
at its Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s stores.
“When you look at some of the luxury businesses that customers have been spending on, like fine jewelry and fragrances…
those categories are strong,” said Gennette. “I would expect that those would continue. The average [sales] are better on
those particular areas, so we’re definitely funding those.”
SOURCE: Macy’s; Rapaport
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JSA REPORTS RAPID RISE
IN GRAB & RUN ROBBERIES
present a security challenge. He says some stores are requiring
customers to momentarily remove their face masks while
still outside the store to have their picture taken.
Kennedy makes a point to note that masks typically
don’t do a great job of hiding crooks’ faces, though
thieves are often unaware of this fact. He also points out
that, “[many] experts we speak to say it’s possible that the
criminals would do it masked or unmasked,” he says.
“They did it unmasked for years.”
The Jewelers’ Security Alliance (JSA) is sounding the
alarm about a rapid spike in grab & run robberies and
urging jewelry retailers to reinforce basic precautions.
“Of all the crimes we are seeing right now, [grab & runs]
are predominant,” says JHA president John Kennedy.
“It’s all over the place. There’s just tons of them.”
A grab & run is when a customer, while being shown a
product, grabs the item and runs out the door. Such thefts
are difficult to predict and prevent, and though they
typically involve small losses and no violence, often leave
staff shaken and shop owners feeling vulnerable.
Kennedy attributes the spike to three factors, all due to
social and economic factors resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic:
1. T
 hinner crowds at the malls and shopping centers due
to the pandemic enable criminals to operate with fewer
observers and an easier time escaping the premises
2. A
 lso due to the pandemic, there are more people in
dire economic straits and willing to go to extreme
measures to cover their daily living expenses
3.Mask-wearing requirements have emboldened
criminals who know they can perpetrate criminality
without fear of being identified
“You don’t have to be a big-time professional to do
this job,” says Kennedy. “But people will enter this kind of
behavior because they are desperate. It’s all sexes, it’s
all races, all ages. Anybody can be a grab-and-run artist.”
One of the more significant challenges is that most states
mandate wearing a mask indoors. While Kennedy and most
major retailer groups such as the National Retail Federation
support mandatory masks to protect the health and safety
of employees and customers, they acknowledge that it does
diamonddistrict.org

Still, Kennedy advises retailers to take the time to
evaluate if a person is trying to conceal their identity.
“People should look at the person,” says Kennedy. “Are
they also wearing scarves or hats?” Other signals that should
raise suspicion that a customer is actually a grab-and-run
thief include:

•The customer is talking on a cellphone during the

presentation. Criminals often talk to an accomplice
outside to see if the escape route is clear.

•The customer declares that price is no object. Grab-andrun thieves sometimes boast that they are an affluent
doctor, entrepreneur, athlete, or entertainment figure, or
that they have just received an insurance settlement or
inheritance.

•The customer asks to see lower priced items and works up
to higher and higher priced items in a completely different
merchandise category.

•A customer asks to be shown a high-priced item, leaves

the store, then returns a little later to see the same item.

To avoid Grab & Run robberies, JSA recommends:

•L imit presenting more than one item of merchandise
at a time

•T reat a customer’s request to see multiple items at
once as a red flag

•Consider a policy of asking customers to show ID
before presenting a high-value item

•Should a theft occur, do not chase the perpetrator,

as they, or an accomplice, may be armed or inclined
to resort to violence.

SOURCE: JSA; Rob Bates for JCKOnline
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Kvetchy Key West “Karen” Sneaks Away with
$15,000 Diamond Ring
Key West police are on the lookout for a whiny thief who they say swiped a
$15,000 diamond ring from a local jewelry store this past February. The ring is
described as a size 7 white gold ring with three diamonds that weigh 2.3 carats.

This whiny thief allegedly stole a $15,000 diamond
ring. Image courtesy of KWPD

According to Bigya Niroula, who together with her husband and mother own and
operate their family run jewelry store, Gold Silver Creations, the trouble began when
a woman entered the shop to complain about a previous purchase.

At first, “[the woman] was complaining a lot,” said Niroula, then she politely asked to
try on a ring valued at $15,000, to which Niroula readily agreed. But while Niroula was helping another customer, she says the
woman switched one of her rings with the pricey diamond bauble and left the store.
Niroula, who was alone in the store that day, decided not to run after her; instead, she posted surveillance photos of the
woman on social media.
Niroula said the incident took her by surprise. “Key West is so safe, police are everywhere,” Niroula said. “It’s so small.
We all know each other. I didn’t run after her because it’s so small, where can she run?”
Niroula said the woman obviously had a plan to make off with the ring. “Later, I figured out it was all planned,” Niroula said.
“She didn’t have to steal. She needs to be caught.”
A $5,000 reward is being offered for information leading to her arrest.
SOURCE: Miami Herald

Jeweler Pleads Guilty to Lying to Federal Agents
The manager of a New Jersey jewelry store faces prison and steep fines after
admitting to lying to federal agents during a fraud investigation.
According to a statement from the U.S. Department of Justice, Khaled Hamade—
the manager of a jewelry store at the Newport Mall in Jersey City—pleaded guilty
in New Jersey federal court by videoconference to one count of making false
statements to federal agents.
The criminal complaint filed in New Jersey federal court alleges that in March 2019,
Hamade of providing “materially false” information to federal agents investigating a fraud conspiracy.
The government alleged that Hamade denied knowledge of the identities of numerous individuals under investigation for
defrauding an unnamed financial institution—many of whom were customers of his jewelry store. The count carries a maximum
penalty of five years in prison and a $250,000 fine. Sentencing is scheduled for July 14.
SOURCE: Rob Bates for JCKOnline

GIA Encounters Diamonds Cache with Counterfeit Inscriptions
Recently, GIA (Gemological Institute of America) encountered
a number of stones that were submitted for updated reports
or verification services that did not match the GIA report
submitted with them. The newly-submitted stones were either
laboratory-grown diamonds or treated natural diamonds, falsely
inscribed with GIA report numbers.
In addition to overwriting the counterfeit inscription, GIA
inscribes the number of the new Laboratory-Grown Diamond Report issued for the diamond and the phrase ‘Laboratory-Grown.’
The newly-submitted stones had the following commonalities: (1) the weights and grading parameters of the original and
newly-submitted diamonds were close to each other; and (2) the newly-submitted diamonds were inscribed with counterfeit
18
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inscriptions of the original GIA report number.
In a recent example, the report that accompanied a diamond submitted for an update was for a 1.50362 carat, VVS2, E,
type I natural diamond with an excellent cut grade. The newly-submitted stone with a counterfeit inscription was a man-made
diamond, 1.51212 carat, VVS2, D, type IIa with a very good cut grade. It is clear that these are two different diamonds.
These instances of attempted fraud highlight why it is important, especially in any transaction where the buyer does not have
a trusted relationship with the seller, to have the diamond grading report updated prior to completing a purchase.
Depending on the circumstances of the submission of stones with counterfeit inscriptions, GIA considers all of the options
outlined in GIA’s Client Agreement, including notifying the submitting client, law enforcement and the public.
SOURCE: GIA

Sky High Precious Metal Prices Send Catalytic
Converter Thefts Soaring
There’s a fortune hiding beneath your car. Unfortunately, thieves are well aware and
making catalytic converter theft the fastest rising crime of 2021.
A catalytic converter is a shiny bulbous contraption installed between the engine
and muffler of virtually all gasoline cars and trucks sold in the United States since
1975. Inside the converter is a small cache of precious metals like platinum, rhodium
and palladium, which are effective to clean toxic pollutants from the vehicle’s exhaust.
Due to various global trends, which include broader stricter tailpipe emissions rules and the COVID-19 pandemic, the value of
these metals have become, quite literally, more valuable than gold. The price of rhodium, one of the precious metals found in
catalytic converters, has soared from less than $650 an ounce around 2015 to almost $22,000 an ounce in 2021.
With prices for these precious metals where they are and climbing, the ensuing catalytic converter crime wave was easy to
predict. Especially because catalytic converters aren’t difficult to steal. A single person armed with only a hacksaw and a jack
can easily slide under a vehicle and cut off the target device in mere minutes. With larger vehicles like trucks and SUVs, which
sit higher off the ground, the jack isn’t even necessary.
Making matters worse, replacing a stolen converter can cost up to $2,000 to replace or more, depending on the make and model.,
Until the rate of these thefts subsides, law enforcement officials are advising vehicle owners to park in well-lit areas, or inside
a private garage rather than a public street; to use anti-theft devices, rather than keeping vehicle doors unlocked overnight;
researching anti-theft devices that make it harder to steal your vehicle’s converter; and to make sure the cost of replacing a
stolen converter is covered by auto theft insurance.
SOURCE: New York Times; Yahoo Finance

Beverly Hills Jeweler Loses $500,000
Watch to Gun Toting Gangsters
One moment, Los Angeles jeweler Shay Belhassen was enjoying lunch at an
upscale restaurant in Beverly Hills; a moment later, three men approached his table,
stuck a gun to his head and demanded his $500,000 Richard Mille watch.
“One of them ran and pulled a gun from his jacket pocket, grabbed me from the
back of my chair, choking me and putting a gun to my head,” says Belhassen. The
two other men grabbed hold of his arm and began to forcibly remove his wristwatch.
Belhassen told police that he scuffled with the men and grabbed the gun, which discharged during the melee. According to a
New York Post interview with Belhassen, four shots went off during the incident, grazing a fellow patron.
The thieves made off with Belhassen’s watch, an RM 11-03 rose gold Flyback Chronograph valued at nearly half-million dollars.
Belhassen is offering a $50,000 reward for the return of the timepiece.
SOURCE: INSTORE; Los Angeles Times; NY Post
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580 Fifth Avenue, Suite 323
New York, NY 10036
(212) 302-5739
www.diamonddistrict.org

2021 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
The Diamond District Partnership / 47th Street Business Improvement District (BID) is a non-profit organization
established to provide important supplemental services to elevate the commercial viability of the Diamond District.
All property owners, commercial tenants, and residents of W. 47th Street between 5th & 6th Ave.
(excluding 580 Fifth Avenue & 576/578 Fifth Avenues) are eligible to become a registered member.

** PLEASE NOTE: There is no cost or fee to become a Registered Member. **
Membership entitles you to vote for various issues related to BID operations at our annual meetings, serve on the
board, and receive timely information related to the Diamond District, and a special “FIRST LOOK” at our official
publication—Diamond District Monthly.

IT'S EASY TO APPLY:
(1) Fill out application (2) Take a picture of it (3) Email to: signup@diamonddistrict.org
Please check one:
Property Owner (You own property located on 47th Street)
Commercial Tenant (You own a business, but not property, on 47th Street—excluding 580/576/578 Fifth Ave)
Residential Tenant (You reside on 47th Street)

Name: 									Title:
Company (if applicable):
Property/properties owned within the 47th Street Diamond District:

District Business Address:
Mailing Address (if not same):
Phone:
Email:

Signature: 								Date:

